Novel ways to target brain tumour metabolism.
Glioblastoma remains a highly aggressive primary brain cancer with very poor prognosis. The detection of mutations in the metabolic enzyme isocitrate dehydrogenase in gliomas, has broadened our view of tumourigenic mechanisms. Together with renewed awareness of tumour-specific energy metabolism, research is pointed towards novel ways for targeting brain cancer. This paper reviews recent knowledge on the possible tumourigenic mechanism of mutant isocitrate dehydrogenase, and provides a detailed overview of cancer-specific metabolic enzymes associated with glycolysis and intracellular pH regulation. It also discusses available drugs that may serve as a basis for novel drug development to target metabolic transformation in gliomas. Despite the fact that energy metabolism is a very basic cellular process, tumour specific alterations in key metabolic processes represent promising targets for glioma treatment. Novel therapies against gliomas, including those that target metabolic transformation, need to consider the genetic background of the individual tumours, to allow the correlation of treatment response with the underlying biological status, both in preclinical and clinical studies.